Livia Bellina

President of MobileDiagnosis® Onlus

is proud to launch **MeToo®**

the first tutorial medical App thought to low-skilled and isolated people, working in low resource setting.

**MeToo®**

improves diagnosis and education locally.

It is a source of fundamental health information for any people who lives or works in rural areas, such as all Community referents, Aisha, Midwives, Nurses, Lab-technicians, Medical Doctors, Medical/health Students and also Expatriates health workers.

**MeToo®**

includes several sections, with lessons, text-books, useful links, didactic tables, real images taken with a m-phone /smart-phone, image galleries, movies, and more,

and also the detailed instruction about take, and use images to receive a local or remote support.

You will find inside main topics with several resources, all taken from the author personal galleries and lessons, and also from the main, open access, public resources.

You will find the main open links provided by WHO, CDC, and other main Institutions, Organizations and Universities.

You will be helped and guided from the your unknown image or symptom till to the diagnosis and therapy.
Essential Tool to All

MeToo® promotes the ICT knowledge and gender Inclusion. Connects people in supportive network. Geo-localizes users, images, generating a global map of users, diseases, their spreading and migration.

For iOS and Android

The first medical App thought to help low-skilled/isolated users (also expatriate cooperants) in hard and isolated contexts in local diagnosis and in local education.

Diagnosis: identify unknown images by visually comparing to a gallery of didactic images.

Education: the home page is a "portable" interactive tutorial site that provides the users with all news about the tropical medicine, the most useful links/maps and textbooks with therapies, lessons, didactic tables, images and movies.

Fight the poverty diseases. Contribute to universal access to health care.
Help your diagnosis.
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